Experimental and numerical studies of steady longitudinal convection rolls that develop in a Poiseuille air flow in a rectangular channel heated from below and cooled from the top are conducted in the range 3500 ≤ Ra ≤ 6000 and 20 ≤ Re ≤ 200.
I. INTRODUCTION
The thermoconvective motion in a horizontal fluid layer confined in a rectangular channel In experiments, parallel convection rolls oriented in the direction of the imposed pressure gradient are observed for Rayleigh numbers above a critical value and for sufficiently high To go further in the characterization of the primary destabilization, theoretical and numerical investigations of the spatial development of the disturbances have been performed to detect transitions from absolute to convective instability for transverse or longitudinal patterns in an infinite layer ( 9-11 ). 11 showed that a transition from convective to absolute instability occurs for the transverse rolls while the longitudinal rolls always result from a convective instability and that this mode is the most amplified one in channels of infinite lateral extension. Those results could explain why longitudinal rolls are the preferred patterns observed in real flows in the region where the transverse rolls are not absolutely unstable.
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But the origin of the perturbations required for triggering such a convective instability in uncontrolled experiments is not yet elucidated.
In real flow observations (that is in channels of finite lateral extension) a steady initiation mechanism is commonly reported ( [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ). The longitudinal rolls are triggered in the vicinity of the side walls in the entrance zone of the heated flow and then develop step by step to the center as they move downstream in the channel . The resulting pattern at the beginning of the channel is illustrated in figure 1 . This behavior could indicate that the side walls in the experiments plays the role of the perturbation allowing for the development of the convective instability. Note that a slightly different initiation mechanism of the longitudinal rolls has also been observed in channels heated from below, but at constant heat flux and at (very) high Rayleigh are not well understood. Moreover an experimental study on the stability of the longitudinal rolls performed by 21 showed a great sensitivity of the number of longitudinal rolls to the experimental protocol which thus requires further investigation.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of the transverse aspect ratio and the The paper is organized in the following manner. After the presentation of the experimental facility and procedure in §2 and the numerical codes in §3, the results are discussed in §4. First the spatial and temporal evolution of the experimental flow is described. Then, the influence of the aspect ratio and of the thermal boundary conditions at the walls are discussed and finally the effect of the inlet temperature on the final wavenumber is studied.
Concluding remarks are given in §5.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The experimental setup used in this study is a modification to that described in detail in 21 .
A sketch of the apparatus is shown in figure 2 . An air flow is introduced in a rectangular channel heated from below and cooled from above at constant temperatures, T h and T c respectively. The channel is on a vibration control system and the whole experimental setup is enclosed in a thermally regulated room maintained at a constant temperature, T room . The air flow rate is regulated using a flow controller located ahead of a settling chamber. The air flow enters the channel at T room and the inlet temperature is then controlled by changing
The channel is divided into three parts: an unheated zone of 50 cm length located section is made of 5 mm thick polycarbonate sheet maintained at a constant temperature using water circulation in a channel above it. For the range of temperature considered in this paper, the relative error on the Rayleigh number value is estimated to be less than 8
percent. The detailed analysis is available in 21 . The lateral walls of the channel are made of polycarbonate moving plates allowing for a continuous change in the width of the air channel, from zero to 160 mm. Three different heights of plates are available: H = 10 mm or 15 mm or 20 mm. Depending on the combination between height and spacing, the range of transverse aspect ratios investigated in this paper is 4 ≤ B ≤ 12. The spacing between plates is first gauged using calibrated wedges then a precise adjustment is performed by using a camera to obtain a spacing variation less than 1 mm on the entire length of the channel. The position of the side walls is monitored during experiments. The resulting relative error on the aspect ratio value is estimated to be less than 6 percent. illustrated on Figure 3 for Re = 60 and Ra = 4500. Here t stat is about 800 s, with a weak overshoot around 500s.
The transient evolution of the pattern was visualized from the initial to the stationary state of the system. In order to check that the asymptotic flow pattern was independent of the initial thermal conditions, some experiments were carried out starting from a RayleighBénard configuration (Re = 0) for which the initial pattern corresponds to convective rolls perpendicular to the axis of the channel. The flow rate was then imposed at the desired Reynolds number. In this case, a long time was required to stabilize the flow, mainly due to the initial thermal print in the lateral walls, but the final pattern is the same as the previous case. It was thus concluded that the asymptotic state was independent of the initial condition.
III. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
The numerical study has been carried out using two different codes. The first one is our own laboratory code specially developed to simulate the time evolution of RBP flows in rectangular channels with thin walls. That is the heat conduction in thick walls cannot be simulated. In this code, the unsteady three-dimensional Navier-Stokes and energy equations under the Boussinesq assumption are solved using a finite difference method, optimized for vectorial computers. The time discretization scheme is a second-order Adams-Bashforth scheme. The equations are discretized in space on uniform, Cartesian and staggered grids A cross section of the rectangular computational domain used to simulate the experimental channel is presented in Figure 5 . The horizontal bottom wall is heated at T = T h . The The second stage of development is displayed in figure 7 and is related to the thermal evolution of the lateral walls toward an equilibrium state. Starting from a N-cell mode, a cellular flow adjustment is observed which depends on the aspect ratio value. For odd values, the descending end-rolls weaken as the sidewalls are gradually heated until their complete extinction, resulting in a (N − 2)-cell mode with ascending end-rolls (see 7(a)). A simulation has been carried out using Ansys/Fluent software to account for the heat conduction through the thickness of the sidewalls so as to be closer to realistic thermal boundary conditions. It is worthwhile to note that the longitudinal rolls at steady state are always ascending along the lateral walls, not only in the experiments where thermal effects due to not perfectly conducting walls may be responsible for this result, but even in the 3D numerical simulations performed with adiabatic sidewall conditions and a cold inlet temperature ( Figure 10 ). This feature is also observed in the studies of 13 , 2 , 19 and 31 among others. Note that this upward motion explains why the wall is hotter than the average in the adiabatic case (see figure 8) .
We are going to show that this behavior is due to the presence of the velocity boundary layers along the lateral walls. Indeed, at a given height, Z, in the channel, a particle of fluid inside the velocity boundary layer nearby the lateral walls moves more slowly than a particle located outside the boundary layer. Consequently at a given streamwise location, For the upper curve a variation of α is detected until B ≈ 14. Then α reaches a constant value of 3.5 reflecting a weak compression of the pattern. These results suggest that the roll adjustment process is no longer affected by the presence of the sidewalls only for aspect ratios larger than 14 and in that case the range of permitted wavenumbers is very narrow : 
C. Effect of inlet temperature on the number of rolls
During the course of the experimental study presented in the previous section, it was detected that small variations in the inlet temperature could affect the structure of the flow. As long as the inlet temperature is less than 0.5, the flow is ascending along the sidewalls due to the initiation mechanism of the end rolls described in paragraph IV B. In the adiabatic case as well as if a linear temperature distribution is imposed at the sidewalls, an inversion in the rotation direction of the rolls nearby the sidewalls is observed for θ e > 0.5, due to 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The study presented in this paper has attempted to clarify the effects of aspect ratio and thermal conditions on the development of steady longitudinal rolls in a rectangular channel heated from below. Our main objective was to characterize the way to obtain reproducible and deterministic steady patterns resulting from this convective instability in order to later study precisely their stability.
After a transient phase that is clearly described in the paper, the asymptotic steady flow obtained experimentally is shown to be always ascending along the vertical side walls when inlet temperature is smaller than the average temperature of the channel (T e < 0.5). It has been shown that the fully developed pattern in the form of longitudinal rolls is determined by the flow behavior in the entrance zone and more precisely by the properties of the first pair of rolls triggered at inlet nearby the sidewalls. The physical mechanism responsible for the development of these two longitudinal end-rolls is due to the presence of velocity boundary layers adjacent to the lateral walls. The inner rolls develop gradually towards the 19 hal-00694578, version 1 -4 May 2012
center of the channel while they are convected by the mean flow. The end-rolls are fixed at the lateral walls allowing the inner rolls to be maintained in the domain. The size of the two end-rolls is dependent on the inlet temperature and acts upon the final wavenumber observed in the asymptotic state for a given transverse aspect ratio. On the other hand, it is found that the heat conduction in the top horizontal wall of the experimental channel must be taken into account in the numerical simulations so that the experimental wavenumber can be properly depicted.
Finally, it has been shown that the roll size adjustment far from the entrance zone becomes independent of the aspect ratio for values larger than 14. In that case, the wavenumber varies inside a very narrow range of allowed values, 3.1 ≤ α ≤ 3.5 .
Further studies are needed to investigate the influence of the Rayleigh number on the development of the longitudinal rolls. Particularly, for high aspect ratio values, it would be of interest to determine if critical conditions are required to observe rolls over all the width of the channel. Moreover, it would be interesting to study the influence of the aspect ratio on the behavior of the secondary wavy instability detected in 21 , in particular to determine the effect on the spanwise magnitude of the oscillations within the framework of CVD applications for instance 2 .
